
1. Decide attacker & defender

-Both players roll D6

-Higher is the attacker

2. Determine the weather

-Attacker rolls D6. Check the weather

 effect table

3. Terrain setup

-Defender provides 6 terrain pieces

4. Battle strategies

-Players choose battle strategies

-If battle is delayed redo steps 2. & 3.

-Player must pay one ML if chosen

 battle strategy was not "prepare

 for battle".

5. Army deployment

-Deploy the armies in according the

 army deployment order.

WEATHER ROLL

Dice Effects

1 Perfect weather [Extreme heat]

2 No weather

3 No weather

4 Mist [Fog]

5 Windy [Storm]

6 Rain [Pouring rain]

TERRAIN SETUP

The terrain is setup in turns. Attacker begins.

Dice Location

1. The terrain piece must be closer to the

 player's rear edge than the centre

point of the table.

2. The terrain piece must be closer to the

opponent's rear table edge than

the centre point of the table.

3. The terrain piece must be closer to the

player's left table edge than the centre

point of the table.

4. The terrain piece must be closer to the

player's right table edge than the

centre point of the table.

5. The terrain piece must touch a table

edge or another terrain piece.

6. The terrain piece must be at least 6 BW

away from other terrain pieces and

table edges.

Check the rules for corner terrains

TERRAIN TABLE

Terrain Visibility Movement Combat

Gentle hill - Open Open

Steep hill - Difficult Difficult

Woods 1BW Difficult Difficult

Orchards 2BW Difficult Difficult

L. woods 2BW Open Difficult

Brushes 4BW Open Difficult

Rocky 8BW Open Difficult

Dunes 8BW Difficult Difficult

Village 0,5BW Difficult Difficult

BATTLE STRATEGIES

[1] Prepare for battle

The army does not lose any maintenance

levels.

If the oppoenent selected also "prepare for

the battle" player rolls D6. On a result of 5

or more the battle is delayed to the next day.

Otherwise the the battle is fought.

[2] Outflank

The outflanking army can send up to 50%

of the manpower for flank march.

Before the deployment starts the player

must write down which units are sent

on which flank.

If the opponent chose "defend" the flank

marches arrive one turn earlier than normally.

[3] Probe

The probing army gets +2 modifier for the

deployment rolls if the enemy's battle

strategy is not "defend" or "probe".

[4] Defend

If the game ends in a draw, the defending

army gets a "winning draw".

If both players selected defend,

the battle is delayed.

If the opponent chose "outflank", the flank

marches arrive 1 turn earlier than normally.

[5] Foray

The opponent suffers a hasty prepare

unless its battle strategy is "probe".

[4,5,6 ] if ag. prepare for battle or withdraw

[6] if ag. others

[6] Withdraw

The battle is automatically delayed to the

next day if the opponent selected:

"defend", "outflank" or "withdraw".

If the oppoenent selected "foray", "prepare

for the battle" or "probe" the withdrawing

player rolls D6. On a result of 3 or more

the battle is delayed to the next day.

Otherwise the the battle is fought.

DEPLOYMENT STEPS

1 Centres

2 Wings (Right or left)

3 Wings (Right or left)

4 Reserves

Roll D6. Add following modifiers:

+2 if the battle strategy of the

army was "probe"

-1 if the army contains at least twice

as much heavy units than

the opponent's army.

+1 if the army contains at least twice

as many light units than

the opponent's army.

DEPLOYMENT ORDER

WEATHER EFFECTS

Extreme heat

After the number of turns played is greater

than the maintenance level of an army all

units of that army suffer disadvantage to

combat rolls.

Mist

Poor visibility

If the morale die and the command die

equal then the mist immediately disappears

for the rest of the battle.

Fog

Poor visibility

Windy

-1 modifier for cohesion dice roll for

units with /bow  specification making

distance battle action.

Storm

-1 modifier for cohesion dice roll for units

making distance battle action.

Poor visibility

Rain

-1 modifier for cohesion dice roll for

the units making distance battle action.

Pouring rain

-1 modifier for cohesion dice roll for the

units making distance battle action.

Gentle hills count as difficult for combat.

All other terrain pieces that counts as

difficult for  combat are also counted

difficult for movement.

No road bonus.
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